
 
September 30, 2021 

From the Media Desk of the Fraser Valley Soccer League… 

After several weeks of sparring in the Soccer City Cup, the league season in the Fraser Valley Soccer 

League’s top flight got underway for real.  The SC Cup provided the teams with a chance to go deeper 

into their roster and perhaps experiment with some early season lineup combinations and tactics.  It 

was perhaps unsurprising then that when the season got down to business, the defenses got somewhat 

tighter and chances were at a premium.  While it might have been a bit nervy for the team staff and 

supporters, it made for some enthralling watching as the neutrals had to hold their collect their 

collective breath while they waited to see which teams would begin the year on a winning note! 

Here’s a recap of all of this week’s action: 

Langley United 0-1 Surrey United – Friday 8:30pm; Willoughby Turf SW 

If it is true that “absence makes the heart grow fonder” then it is no surprise that Surrey United and 

Langley United really do not care for each other all that much.  Have just played out a keenly 

entertaining 3-2 SC Cup match that saw Surrey come from behind to edge their rivals from across the 

municipal boundary, these two sides locked horns once more to raise the curtain on the FVSL Premier 

Division campaign.  Much like their previous encounter, this match was on a knife’s edge for much of the 

night.  However, unlike the first encounter where the teams were trading goals, this game had a 

defensive edge with both teams protecting their goals well.  Langley had the best chance of the first half 

when it seemed like a long range effort was destined for the back of the net, but instead the shot rang 

off the crossbar with Surrey keeper Cameron Frost then doing enough to somehow scramble the 

rebound to safety before anyone in a Langley shift could turn it home.  Langley’s Scott Barling was 

controlling the midfield almost singlehandedly throughout the first half, by the home side just could not 

connect on that crucial pass in the final third.  For Surrey, Jun Lee was doing his utmost to match Barling 

in the centre of the park, while John Kasper was doing a spectacular job of putting out fires at the back 

when Langley did threaten.  As the match wore on into the second half, Surrey began to wrestle 

possession and control away from Langley.  Josh Miles thought he had the breakthrough for Surrey, only 

to be thwarted by the offside flag after he deposited the ball in the net.  That is not to say by any means 

Langley were out of the match and they proved just that when they hit the crossbar for a second time 

on the night.  This match would be decided late, however, when Surrey’s pacy Emmanuel Ekeh burst 

through the Langley backline before placing a composed finish into the far bottom corner with ten 

minutes left to play.  The goal was somewhat harsh on Langley keeper Nuno Jesus who had been able to 

come up with and answer for everything Surrey had thrown his way until this point.  It was another 

narrow win for Surrey, and Jackson Hluecka also stood out for the visitors with a good performance on 

the night.  Fortunately for Langley, and for FVSL fans at large, it will not be too long until these side meet 

once more! 

Vancouver Whitecaps FC U19 0-1 FC Tigers Vancouver – Saturday 6pm; UBC NTC Turf 

Speaking of teams that have seen each other recently, Whitecaps U19 and FC Tigers met again for the 

second time in as many weeks.  There is a nice rivalry developing between the two teams, both of whom 

expect to be in the conversation near the top of the table.  A week ago, Whitecaps took an early lead 

but were unable to hold on as Tigers ultimately ended up as comfortable winners.  On that night Farivar 

Torabi had a hat-trick, although he had to be taken off with an injury concern after scoring his third goal.  



 
Fortunately for Tigers, their talisman was deemed fit to play in this match and was out there wearing the 

captain’s armband to begin the game for the visitors.  Much like the game in Langley the night before, 

this match too was a much cagier affair than the SC Cup encounter.  Chances were hard to come by for 

both teams throughout the game, although Whitecaps possibly shaded things creating three or four 

good looks to score which were either sent wide or turned away by Lukas Strauts in the Tigers goal.  

Brennen Fuerst was instrumental for the Whitecaps in this one, while Joseph Zupo pulled the strings for 

Tigers.  As good as the play was on the pitch, the match turned late on with a pair of refereeing 

decisions.  First, Whitecaps felt they should have been up a man after a scary looking challenge with a 

quarter of an hour left to play.  The referee deemed a yellow card to be a just punishment, and so Tigers 

were able to maintain parity.  This would prove crucial just moments later when the visitors were 

awarded a penalty and Erik Edwardson made absolutely no mistake in dispatching it to give Tigers the 

lead.  With the teams still at eleven against eleven, Tigers were able to see out the final minutes and 

take what could prove to be a crucial three points come the final accounting back home with them. 

Premier FC 1-9 Abbotsford United – Saturday 8pm; Cloverdale Athletic #3 

It has been a long time since Abbotsford United were crowned the kings of the Fraser Valley Soccer 

League and much has changed since they lifted that trophy back in 2019.  There has been plenty of buzz 

about all the new additions to the FVSL’s top tier but, through it all, Abbotsford waited patiently for the 

chance to defend their crown.  The lights finally came on Friday night at Cloverdale and Abby were 

standing centre stage, ready for their close up.  The champions put Premier FC swiftly to the sword and 

sent a message to their contemporaries across the Premier Division that the road to the title runs 

through Abbotsford.  By the time the final whistle went, the tally was nine for Abbotsford, including an 

impressive four goals for Connor Hildebrant while there was a brace for Malcom Stafford.  There were 

also goals for Dan Goodey and Colton O’Neil with Tyson Hunter rounding out the scorers for the day.  

Diego Garcia-Leal was once again a bright spot for Premier and he managed to bag a consolation marker 

for the home team.  Premier will be hoping to build on the play of Garci-Leal, as well as the good effort 

put in by Anthony Matkovic as they look to move past this baptism by fire and get their feet under them 

for the rest of the FVSL campaign.  On the other side, as good as all the goal scorers were for Abby, the 

play of David Hill also stood out as the champions laid down the gauntlet for their challengers. 

FC Faly 2-1 Micro Footie Academy – Sunday 6pm; Hjorth Turf #1 

The final match of the opening weekend saw a chance for a pair of FVSL newcomers to begin the season 

with their first ever Premier Division win.  The teams were well matched on the day with each side 

sensing the opportunity for crucial points.  Jorge Porter was bossing the game for Micro Footie and after 

a pair of good showings against veteran sides Langley and Surrey in the SC Cup, MFA were hungry for a 

first FVSL win.  Mawuena Mallet had them in with a chance thanks to a well-taken goal but, 

unfortunately for Micro Footie, it was once again not to be their day.  Instead it was Faly FC who claimed 

their inaugural three points in the FVSL, building off their win a week earlier to close out their SC Cup 

campaign against Premier FC.  On this day the hero of the moment was Anastazi Nahayo who had both 

of their goals and delivered them to victory.  Faly will hope this match is a sign of things to come as they 

look to be competitive in the top flight and, possibly, challenge for a coveted Provincial Cup spot. 

 

 



 
Here’s how the FVSL Premier Table looks after Week 1: 

 

 

BROWNS SOCIAL HOUSE PLAYER OF THE WEEK 

 
This week’s Brown’s Social House Player of the Week in Anastazi Nahayo from FC FALY!  While there 

were several standout performers in premier, Nahayo topped them all with an impressive two goals, 

including the game winner. With plenty of new faces keen to take the FVSL Premier Division by storm, 

there should be a hot race for the GOLDEN BOOT this season. 

Congratulations Anastazi, you have won a $25 gift card courtesy of Brown’s Social House! 

 

THIS WEEK’S FVSL PREMIER SCHEDULE: 

Wed 10/06/2021 9:00PM Surrey United vs. Premier FC   Cloverdale Ath. #3 

Thu 10/07/2021 8:00PM Abbotsford United vs. Whitecaps FC U19  Mouat Turf #3 

Sat 10/02/2021 8:00PM  FC Tigers Vancouver vs. FC Faly   Cloverdale Ath #3 

Sun 10/03/2021 2:00PM Micro Footie Academy vs. Langley United Hjorth Turf #1 

With fields booked for Thanksgiving tournaments and other commitments, there are a pair of midweek 

matches to which FVSL fans can look forward.  Frist up Premier FC will look to steady the ship after being 

overwhelmed by an explosive Abbotsford performance on the weekend when they head to Cloverdale 

to take on a Surrey team who came out on the right side of a close match against Langley to begin their 

campaign.  Thursday night sees what might well be the main event of the weekend when defending 



 
champions Abbotsford, fresh off their free-scoring season opener, get their first chance to square off 

against Whitecaps U19.  The weekend sees another pair of SC Cup rematches with FC Faly and Micro 

Footie Academy seeking a measure of revenge against FC Tigers and Langley United respectively. 

**NEW THIS SEASON** – Check out full FVSL Matches on YouTube at BC Sports Media 

 

Send NEWS to media@fraservalleysoccer.com 

And for more information on the FVSL go to fraservalleysoccer.com 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_T5plftHX7J6VhvP5ScGKA
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